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We are delighted to introduce ‘Aerial’ – the first 
woven upholstery collection from Eleanor Pritchard. 
The reversible designs have a pared-back geometric 
patterning and a strong graphic quality. The palette 
includes deep inky blues, cross hatched greys, black and 
white marls and hot orange. Drawing inspiration from 
sound waves and radio transmission, the fabric names 
reference UK transmitter masts. 

The fabrics are all designed and sampled by Eleanor 
Pritchard in the London studio, and are woven in 
Scotland on the Isle of Bute. The first collection 
comprises of nine patterns over three colourways. 

The fabrics are suitable for both contract and domestic 
use, and the stock range is available to order by the 
metre. We also offer a bespoke design service for  
larger projects. 
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Composition:  
92% pure new wool, 8% nylon

Fabric width:  
138cm approx

Weight:  
660gms/m2 approx

Flammability:  
Passes BS EN 1021 – 1 and 2: 2006  
Ignition sources 0 and 1, and BS5852:2006 
Section 4: ignition Source 5 over CMHR 
35kg/m3 polyurethane foam

Abrasion: 
Martindale, BS 2542: 2004 BS EN 14465: 
2003 – Annex A – 60,000+ cycles

Face A  

Blue-black with black + 
white marl accent
Face B  

Black + white marl with 
blue-black accent

Face A  

Indigo, black + white 
marl, white
Face B  

Indigo, black + white 
marl, white

Face A  

Indigo cross-hatch with 
white accent
Face B  

Dove grey with white  
and blue-black accent

Face A  

Blue-black with  
ecru accent
Face B  

Ecru with blue-black 
accent

Face A  

Hot orange with black + 
white marl accent
Face B  

Black + white marl with 
hot orange accent

Face A  

Black + white marl with 
hot orange accent
Face B  

Hot orange with black + 
white marl accent

Face A  

Pewter cross-hatch with 
white accent
Face B  

Dove grey with white  
and graphite accent

Face A  

Smoke grey fleck with 
white accent 
Face B  

Dove grey with white  
and grey accent

Face A  

Smoke grey with  
white accent
Face B  

Smoke grey with  
white accent
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